the state of fluxions in his time, is in a great measure appli cable to it in ours; viz. " I f arts and sciences of many hundred " years standing receive daily improvements and it -" not be supposed that this most sublime art of found out but " yesterday, can be arrived at perfection all on a sudden. I f this " art be so exceedingly useful and valuable, it certainly deserves " the pains and attention of the learned -And indeed, whoever considers the great number of mathematical and physico-mathematical problems which are solved by means of fluxions and series only, the several different ways in which series may be applied to the solution of the same problem, the fewness of those who employ themselves at all about these abstract sciences, and the still smaller number of those who have skill, leisure, and resolution enough to attempt any im provement in them ; I say, whoever duly considers these things, (even without making allowance for the want of patronage which the liberal arts have of late years experienced,) will see reason to think, that many ages must yet elapse, before this most sublime and extensively useful method of computation will receive all the improvements of which it is capable. He will perceive, that, of the large field opened by Sir I s a a c N e w consideration in the year 1770, when a problem requiring the rectification of a large portion of an equilateral hyperbola was proposed in a periodical w ork; which problem I then solved by means of descending series; but, for want of an easy method of correcting the fluent so found, I laid it aside for the exercise of maturer judgment. Afterwards, the subject was resumed at different times, as leisure permitted, and put into nearly the same form in which it now appears, in the year 1795; since which time, till now, the duties of my station, and unexpected occurrences, have left me no opportunity to revise my papers.
As the investigation of the following theorems is very obvious and easy, I thought it probable that they might have been dis covered by some other person before m e ; yet, upon perusal of Dr, H u t t o n ' s mathematical and philosophical , lately published, I find but one of them. And since, in the compilation of that work, as the learned and industrious author professes, " N ot only most o f the encyclopedias already , and the " various transactions o f the learned societies throughout , " have been carefully c o n s u l t e d , but also all the original , of " any re p u t a t i o n , which have hitherto appeared upon these -" jects,"* I therefore conclude that all the rest are new.
The subject of this Paper is naturally divided into three sec tions: the first containing the investigations of the several series; the second, the methods of computing the constant quantities by which the ascending series differ from the de scending ones; and the third, examples of their use, by way of illustration. But, for more convenient reference, I have further divided it into articles, or minor sections.
1.
That the following processes may not be incumbered with symbols, and that the rate of convergency of the series obtained therefrom may be the more obvious, let the transverse axis of any hyperbola be called 2 a ,and the conjugate axis 2; (b which notation, any ratio that these two lines can possibly have to each other may be expressed;)* let the abscissa be called , the corresponding ordinate to the axis, and the length of the curve from the vertex to the ordinate, Then, by the wellknown property of the curve, we have 2 it is manifest that, unless the quantities B, C, D, &c. decrease in the ratio of ee to 1, the series will at last cease to converge; or, in other words, if yy be greater than the terms of the series, at a great distance from the first, will diverge. And, of the nine theorems now produced, this is the only one that I have found in any other book. which series will converge till y becomes greater than 1; and consequently is a better series than that above found, which ceases to converge when y becomes greater than But, when y is much greater than 1, each of these series will diverge very swiftly; and, notwithstanding they are of that form which admits of a transformation to others which will converge, still, even by that means, their values will not be obtained without great labour. But here we shall have the pleasure of finding series which will quickly answer the purpose. For, 4. By converting the denominator, + 1), into series, making yy the leading term, we get z = y (
. which series will converge the swifter the greater y is in com parison of 1 , but will diverge when y is less than 1. It also wants a correction, (here denoted by the letter d,) which shall be given in its due place. This series then, when y becomes great in comparison of 1, will converge very swiftly, and be comes useful in those cases where the ascending series above investigated fail. But, since the value of % may be expressed in another de scending series, it will be proper to consider that also. respectively, we have
See. and thence, (T heorem IV,) c e ■/ {yy + i) which series will converge the swifter, the greater y is in com-parison of 1, and has an evident advantage over the last, in that it converges by the powers of e e, as well as by those that its convergency will not cease, till the quantities B, C, D, &c. increase in the ratio of 1 to ee, that is, when y becomes equal to, or less than, -h -.This series, therefore, will be very useful for the greatest part of the hyperbola, when it is corrected by the constant quantity here denoted by d, the value of which is attainable several ways, as will appear in the next section.
6. These four theorems, or indeed two of them only, are sufficient for the rectification of any portion whatever of any conical hyperbola. Yet, as I have discovered several other series for that purpose, which are more convenient in particular cases, and of which some are useful in computing the constant quan tity above denoted by d, (by which the ascending series differ from the descending ones,) it may be proper now to give the investigations of them also.
7. Put 1 + eeyy = u u ; then will yy be = and 1 + uu-r -(by the notation in Art. 1, where was put
and thence y / -, and therefore y ' (1 + yy)
1 +yy e y/(uu --hi1 ---. Moreover, y will be T y (uu-1) > &c-arc denoted by A, B, C, &c. respectively, we shall have 3 N 3 A = circ. arch, rad. being 1, and sec.
1J -r ~' &c.
&c. And, lastly, by multiplying these quantities by their proper co efficients, and collecting the several terms in due order, we shall have ( T heorem V,)
Here it is remarkable, that the terms
2U ll 9 4 6 M 6 ? &c. which enter into the values of B, C, D, &c. always decrease while y increases from o ad i ; and indeed more swiftly than the terms of either of the descending series in the preceding articles; and therefore this series may be used for computing the length of any portion of the hyperbola. For although the terms of it, taken at a great distance from the first, will diverge by the powers of a a, when a is great as the signs of these terms are alternately -J-and -, it admits of an easy transformation into another series, which will always converge by the powers o f H also wants no correction; in consequence of which it has a peculiar use, which will appear in the next section. And, by multiplying these quantities by their proper coefficients, and collecting the products together, we shall have (T heorem V I j )
But the fluxionary expression obtained
U 11 __ u It in the preceding Art. is = -----------------------r T ~~ V(««+™T x : V(MW-ftftf) xVC1 2 --j 1 j-1 -I----1-----1 -----34-r-q------r
z _ . J V ( « « + « * ) + i A + -^-B + T y r c + D > & c -
Here also, the terms -L /ii-± fA -_A!.'"±^£L 7 2<za w w 4</a m 4
&C.
which are component parts of this series, always decrease while y increases from o ad infinitum; and therefore the length of any portion whatever of the hyperbola may be computed by this series also, when the value of the constant quantity d, to be taken from it, is known. But the case to which this theorem ought to be applied is, when y is equal to, or greater than 1. And it has an advantage over some of the descending series, in that the terms -~-B , -C, &c. are divided by aa} as will appear in the use of it. In which series, it is pretty evident, the quantities A, B, C, D, &c. will have a convergency while y increases from o ad infi nitum, although the convergency will be but slow after y becomes greater than 1. It is obvious too, that this series vanishes together withy, and therefore needs no correction. And for this reason chiefly I have introduced it, as it affords us ano ther mean of obtaining the value of the constant quantity , by which the descending series are to be corrected. And this series, it is obvious, will converge the swifter the greater y is, so that it will begin to converge swiftly when the preceding series begins to converge slowly. It is evident too, that this series vanishes together with y, and therefore wants no correction. Moreover, it has an advantage over the preceding series, in that the coefficients of it decrease by the powers of --y that is, by And it supplies us with a different ex pression of the value of d,as will appear in the next section, which I now proceed.
Sect. II. The Methods of computing the Values of the constant
Quantities by which the ascending Series differ from the de scending ones.
12. Now the methods of obtaining these constant quantities are such as are shewn in my Mathematical Essays, (published in 1788,) pages 100, 101, 102, &c. to 112; viz. either by com puting the value of both an ascending and a descending series, taking for y some small definite quantity, or by comparing the values of those series together when y is taken immensely g reat: the former of which methods is more general, but the latter, when it can be applied, commonly affords the easiest compu tation. In this section, I shall make use of both these methods, as the one or the other is best suited to the case in hand. I begin with the use of the latter method, in comparing together all the different expressions of the value of which are reduced to few terms in the case when y becomes immensely great. Now, when y is taken immensely great, the value of z in 14. Corollary. And hence it appears, that the series in these two theorems are equal to each other, and, consequently, that the constant quantity to be subtracted from each of them, by way of correction, is the same. &c. will indeed diverge when a is greater than 1; yet, as was observed in Art. 7, it is of that form wrhich admits of transfor mation into another w;hich will always converge. 1 6 . For the reasons above given in Articles 12 and 13, each of the terms A, B, C, &c. in Theorem VI, Art. 8, vanishes when y becomes immensely great, and is then barely aa) sjnce + 1S> by in Art. 1 and 7, = \ / { ee}J + ee)> which, in this case, becom barely = ey, we have % -cy -d. Here we see that the series in this Theorem, and in Theorems III and IV, are always = to each other, and consequently differ from each of the ascending series by the same constant quantity the value of which wras discovered in the preceding Article.
17. When y becomes immensely great, the value of % in Theorem VII, Art. 9, becomes barely -u -d. And, since u is universally = ^/(eeyy + 1), it will, in this case, be = e y ; and wre shall have z -eyd, which is the very expre by all the other descending series in the like case. But, when the hyperbola is equilateral, as was supposed in Art. 9, a is = 1, and we have d = 1-57079632 x : -+ -T"~ 3 *3-5 * 5*7 &C.
*
Moreover, when y is = o, zi s also = o, and a is therefore, by this theorem, we have o = 1; and of good convergency, is easily attainable; by which mean we may likewise compute its value to any degree of exactness.
18.
A general expression of the value of d being found in Art. 15, by which it may be computed, whatever be the ratio of the two axes of the hyperbola, I might now proceed to show the use of the theorems by a few examples; but, as the same series is attainable another way, and the same value of d is attainable also by different series, it will be no less curious than useful to show in what manner. And, since this Theorem also always gives the correct value of z, we shall, by comparing the expression now obtained with those which were found for z ,in the like case, in Articl 13, 15, 16, and 19, see that we have now got another general expression of the value of d, viz. a, x : + + &c. in which series is = + 1» and there fore it must always converge. Yet it should not be hastily concluded, that this expression of the value of d is always pre ferable to that which was obtained in Articles 15 and 19; for, when a i s a large number, the powers of = 7-75 by which the series converges, will decrease very slowly.
21. However, when it happens that is a large number, the value of d may be obtained by means of two series, which, in that case, will converge pretty swiftly; or indeed by means of three series, each of which will converge about twice as fast as either of the two series. But, for the sake of brevity, I shall at present describe the method of computing the value of d by two series only, and so conclude this section.
The series proper to be used on this occasion, it is obvious, are those which are given in Theorems II and IV, Articles 3 and 5; and the value of y to be assumed, is with which va lue each of the series will have nearly the same rate of convergency. As this will best appear by an example, I will give one, taking a = 7. Now, with this value of , we have ee = aa &c. But, since the terms A, B, C, &c. are to be divided by , e\ e\ &c. respectively, it will be best to divide them by these quan tities, before we begin the arithmetical calculations; otherwise much unnecessary labour must be taken. The terms, then, being so divided, and the proper value of e being written for it, viz. \ / 50, we shall have as below :
A e = ^( y c 1 + <0 -V e = -
&C. 
22.
With the value of a above given, viz. 7, we see a swift convergency, both in the ascending and in the descending series; but, if a were given = ^3 , (which is as small a value of a as need be used in these theorems, for this purpose, because if it were less than, or even = ^3 , the value of d might be com puted by one series only, as was observed in Art. 15,) each of the series wrould converge but slowly, in this case, being = \ ; to remedy which, as the terms of each of the series have the signs + and -alternately, it would be expedient to com pute a moderate number (from six to ten, as the case shall require,), of the initial terms of each, and then to transform the remainders into other series, which should converge by the powers of -* , instead of the powers of \ This increase of convergency in the geometrical progression, assisted as it would be by the decrease of the coefficients of the new series, would enable us-to get a result accurate enough for all common uses, by computing ten (or fewer) terms of each of the new series.
But, as the transformation now mentioned requires but a mo derate skill in series, I shall, for the sake of brevity, omit examples of it, and proceed to S e c t. III. Examples o f the Use o f the foregoing Theorems.
23.
My intention in this section is, to illustrate the use of the foregoing theorems by a few examples, selecting at the same time such of the theorems as are best adapted to the case in hand; by which, and attention to what was said in the first section, of the limits of the convergency of the several series, I hope the reader will be directed how to make a proper choice of theorems on all other occasions. Let there be an hyperbola of which the semi-axes are 40 and . 30 respectively, and the ordinate is 10 ; it is required to find the length of the.arch from the vertex of the ordinate.
Since the conjugate semi-axis of this hyperbola is 30, we must, in order to fit the given numbers to our theorems, divide them all by 30 ; and then we shall have the corresponding di mensions o f a similar hyperbola as follows ; viz. the transverse •semi-axis = y, the conjugate semi-axis = 1, and the ordinate = And the proper theorem to be used in this case is the s e c o n d i Writing, then, ^ for a} and • §• for in the lid Theorem, we have eetzs ad 4-1 h=M. a n d dlffesmnseisfthese} °'3433»^14 = length of the arch of an hyperbola, from the vertex to the ordinate, of which the trans verse and conjugate semi-axes are f and 1, and the ordinate And, since like parts of similar hyperbolas are to each other as their semi-axes, we shall have, by multiplying 0*3433,6614 by 30, the semi-conjugate of the hyperbola proposed, 10*3009,842 for the length required.
Having in this example shown how to adapt these theorems to hyperbolas that have a conjugate semi-axis different from 1, it need not be repeated again. I shall therefore, in the remain ing examples, show the convergency of these new series in most of the different cases that can occur.
E xample ii.
24. Given £ = 1, an d y = 1, to find s;. This arch, it is obvious, m aybe computed by Theorem IVth, V lth, V llth, and some others ; but the V llth is the proper one to be chosen on this occasion, as the series there given has the swifter convergency.
W riting, then, 1 for a, and 1 for y, in Theorem VII, we have (by Article 1,) ee = a a + 1 = 2, and, (by Art. 7,) im =5i+ eeyy = 3 ; and then, (by Art. 
